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The way to work anywhere.
Scores of options respond to many needs. Tactics offers four leg designs and 
multiple table shapes for endless aesthetic and functional opportunities. Choose 
from a multitude of laminate colors and veneers, plus a host of trim colors.

Power Dome  
Available on C-, T- and Four-leg 
tables. They provide table top power.

Wood Cove Edge

T-leg  
Available with a lightweight top, 
folding mechanism, ganging 
connectors, modesty panel, glides  
and wire-management legs.

Wire-Management Legs  
Available on C-, T- and Four-leg 
tables. They provide vertical wire-
management channels.

Wave Edge

C-leg  
Available with a lightweight top, folding 
mechanism, ganging connectors, 
modesty panel, Easy Edge, glides and 
standard wire-management legs.

X-base  
Available with glides.

Folding Mechanism and Lightweight Top  
Tactics’ folding mechanism combined with 
the optional lightweight top make Tactics 
easy to move and simple to store.

Modesty Panels  
Optional with all T- and C-leg  
tables. They remove easily for 
reconfiguration or storage. Available 
with optional power.

Easy Edge

Four-leg  
Available with wire-management 
legs and casters or glides.

Wave Edge

Ergonomic Easy Edge  
Our exclusive Easy Edge (standard on all C-leg tables) 
provides a natural wrist rest that doesn’t press into the arm.

Exercise your options. 
 
Tactics tables bend and stretch work environments — for spur-of-the-moment meetings, teaming and interim  
work areas. With easy docking, ganging and configuration capabilities, Tactics tables make anything possible. 

Combine Tactics within systems for easy collaboration. Or use independently and create half-moons, hexagons, 
rectangles, racetracks — or whatever else your environment demands. Tactics tables do whatever you ask — and  
do it well.

The next best thing to wireless.  
When it comes to cable and wire management, Tactics tables excel in any training,  
teaching or seminar arrangement.

The C- and T-leg tables accommodate Haworth’s Power Base™, with a choice of 3- or 4-circuit 
wiring configurations. Receptacles are easily accessible and power can run from table to 
table, while wires nearly hide away.
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